
2022  FEATURED PRODUCTS 

RESPONDER COMPRESSED GAUZE
We've upgraded the gauze quality and 
packaging!  It will still be offered at a great low 
price with CE mark and necessary control 
documents. 

NEW RESPONDER COMPRESSION 
BANDAGES   4" & 6" Sizes
We've also upgraded the packaging on our 
bandages!  Extra durable and double layered 
to protect the product and keep it vacuum 
sealed in the harshest environments.
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CT-7 LEG TRACTION SPLINT
ADULT / PEDIATRIC / BELOW KNEE APPLICATION

The CT-7 splint features several new upgrades. It has 
been SIMPLIFIED; removing straps, velcro and all loose 
ends. It has a SHORTER footprint and no longer extends 
beyond the patient’s foot. It has been made more RIGID 
and indestructible with thicker carbon tubes. The traction 
mechanism is easy, fast and super precise by means of 
an acme threaded polycarbonate rod system. We are 
confident that this leg traction splint is the best choice for 
any medic.
*THE CT-6 IS ALSO STILL AVAILABLE

RESPONDER PELVIC BINDER
High quality Pelvic Binder that is efficient and easy to use.  
Uses simplified strap system for fast application to apply 
necessary pressure in wrapping a patients fractured pelvis. 
Moveable side pouch allows integration with FareTec leg 
traction splints.

FEATURES:
Ÿ Integrates with the CT-6 & CT-7 Leg splints.
Ÿ Re-usable
Ÿ Antimicrobial / Antibacterial
Ÿ X-Ray Translucent
Ÿ Made in USA
Ÿ Rolls small/vacuum package available
Ÿ Several sizes and color options

Patents applied for*

TM



(IFAK) INDIVIDUAL FIRST AID KIT & BACKPACKS

Top quality bags combined with the best life saving products available, 
the Responder IFAK has many advantages.  Each unit is packaged small 
enough to be carried anywhere, rugged enough for even the most 
extreme environments, sterile and ready for immediate use with a 
minimum amount of training.

The contents of each IFAK can be altered to fit customer needs; we can 
build to spec.

LIFEBOX50 TRANSPORT CONTAINERS

The LifeBox50 is designed for the First Responder to transport items that are 
temperature sensitive; without having to worry about a heavy, tethered powered 
unit. The LifeBox50 is able to maintain its core temperature for unprecedented 
durations in the most extreme ambient conditions. Superior insulation, 
combined with rugged cases for protection, make it a great choice for any 
medic. Equipped with digital temperature display, battery and solar powered.
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WHEELED LITTER CARRIER, EL2000 CIVILIAN & EL3000 MILITARY
The Joint Product of Choice (JPOC) for Wheeled Litter Carrier as deemed by 
the Defense Medical Material Program Office (DMMPO)

Equipped with two large non-pneumatic wheels designed for transporting 
injured persons on rugged terrain. When the supporting legs are in the 
“static” position, the litter carrier is a stable aid platform. When not in use, the 
Litter Carrier is easily folded to a compact size for storage.  
Areas of use include: Mobile hospitals, sports venues, airports, concerts, street 
festivals, etc.

PST, PORTABLE SURGERY TABLE
PATIENT TRANSPORT AND OPERATION PLATFORM
The PST is field tested and outfitted with the most advanced materials 
available, this unit can serve a multitude of purposes.  The PST quickly 
assembles into a stable patient aid platform for medics and doctors. 
Ideal for field hospitals and the like.  The device is versatile and easy to 
transport for fast changing scenarios. 
*Upgrade kit available for WLC to PST conversion.

Accessories include:

IV POLES, ARM BOARDS,
LED EXAM LIGHTS, MAYO TRAYS
STORAGE CATCHER
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